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About Us.

BEYONDTECH- Global e-Sources
We are a pool of highly skilled and trained professionals and our repertoire of knowledge gained
over a period helps us to create a positive merger of both business and technology.
In BEYOND TECH Technologies, we have a balanced mix of experience & youth. Some of us
are working in this field for over 08 years whereas some are fresh graduates. We proudly
appreciate the results this combination has delivered.

WE ARE ALWAYS SETTING UP NEW BENCHMARK AND EXCEEDING THE
EXPECTATIONS OF OUR CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS.
Welcome to the BEYOND TECH, one of the best software company in Bangladesh. Welcome to
the company where your ideas count, where your determination create a new world, where your
talent and hard-works are rewarded. At BEYOND TECH we always endeavor to lead towards
development and creating a flexible, dynamic and successful company.
BEYOND TECH is one of the promising Business applications, Best Software & Web
development companies of Bangladesh which aims at creating a new standard in the era of
software technology.

BRIEF HISTORY
BEYOND TECH is the dream child of some fresh youth brain. These Youth brain not only dreamt
about something big, they chased it. The birth of BEYOND TECH happened when a bunch of
genius guys planned for something extraordinary in the Web application sector & Software
created a foundation, recruited efficient workers and paved the way for making the dream come
true. And the best is yet to come out.

WE GOT SKILLS
One of the most prominent and updated companies which deals with software & IT related
issues. Initially, it was founded in 2017 with a view to put a mark in the rapidly growing software
& web industry of the country. Within a very short time BEYOND TECH has started to draw the
attention of the common people with its enhancement in quality services and took place as one
of the Top software companies in Bangladesh.

Mission and Vision
BEYOND TECH Started its journey in 2017 with a mission to establish itself as a one stop
customer centric IT solution provider for the domestic and international market .The company
strives to deliver professional business applications which is technologically agnostic. BEYOND
TECH delivers services to meet the diversified information needs of its valued clients in achieving
their business objectives.

Built upon the experience and capability of the company’s workforce our vision is to
establish a primer IT solution provider that delivers excellence in the work we undertake.
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Message from CEO
BEYOND TECH is an International based solution provider for Web and Desktop based
applications. The Group has been encouraged by some highly knowledgeable Professionals
dedicated to provide total IT solutions under one roof. It holds not only the modern technology
implements but also the most knowledgeable and experience hands to offer most user friendly
customized solutions.
At “BEYOND TECH” we appreciate that your business must keep pace with the speed of
believed. We believe that your ideas and enterprises merit considerable reinvention, so we
discourse the altering needs of your business with solutions that are cost-effective, fast to
organize, highly scalable and reliable. Within the first year of its operations, BEYOND TECH. has
fixed a place for himself in the IT business and has bigger its business by acquiring some major
domestic projects. No doubt the group has been able to make a name for itself in a relatively
short span of time only because of its ability and commitments to ensure customer satisfaction by
rewarding quality work on right time and in a right manner.

WHY BEYOND TECH
Our team experienced, reliable and friendly


Our team experienced, reliable and friendly



Client focused



Dynamic solutions, effective communication



Tailoring solutions to your needs



Comprehensive service offering



Knowledge and experience across sectors



Ongoing support, training, advice and consultancy



Quick turnaround and prompt responses



Return on investment (ROI)



Competitive rates



More than 20 Categories ready software

Dear Sir/Madam,
BEYOND TECH is focused in Software and Web Design, development, search engine
optimization and web marketing, e-Commerce, multimedia solutions, content writing, graphic and
logo design. We have a highly capable team of web consultants, creative designers, content
writers, programmers and web marketing professionals who know how to deliver results. We
treat each of our clients individually and therefore we do not offer set prices on any service. We
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offer affordable low cost web design with our web design services for all personal web sites and
business web sites. Our professionals believe that the key factor for the success of any ongoing
project is to build a spotless communication bond with our client. Our team members are not just
IT professionals but have decent communication skills with people, which effort in cycle with your
needs and requirements. Our company takes care of every minute with details for what our client
communicate during the process of developing the project. As a web development firm our
request for you to look at the information technology sector in Bangladesh in recent days. This
industry has been improved very rapidly with available highly skilled IT professionals and update
communication technologies. As you know because of a developing country and currency
advantage, it’s a crystal-clear cost advantage for you to outsource your web development work to
us.

1. Our Mission Statement
At BEYOND TECH, we hope to be a faithful Company in the IT Sector, Website & Software
services sector across in Bangladesh. To achieve that end, we commit to__
★ 99.99 % Uptime
★ 100 % Security
★ Fast Delivery
★ Full Unique Design
★ 24/7/365 Email Support
★ 100% Client Satisfaction

2. Vision of BEYOND TECH
Our vision is based on building “BEYOND TECH” on three key statements__
★ Speed at which we work
★ Quality of the work we deliver
★ Trust we build during a business relationship.

3. Objective
The objective of BEYOND TECH is to achieve the documented expectations of our client’s
requirement using the most appropriate technology that will suit the clients’ needs wands &
demands.

4. Our Business Attitude
Our overall business attitude is shaped by our overall value care. The people of BEYOND
TECH understand that, in the long run, success in business can only be achieved by maintaining
service quality and long- term client relations. Some of our services for which we are looked out
for are software development, website designing, e-commerce solution, bulk e-mail and
messaging, search engine optimization etc.
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5. Our Products and Services
Thank you for visiting our website and for considering our products and services. I encourage
you to experience the caring attitude of our competent, dedicated employees. We welcome the
opportunity to answer any questions you may have and discuss your needs. Please let us know
how we can be of assistance to you.

Join the Team
We are a pool of highly skilled and trained professionals and our repertoire of knowledge gained
over a period helps us to create a positive merger of both business and technology. In BEYOND
TECH Technologies, we have a balanced mix of experience & youth. Some of us are working in
this field for over 08 years whereas some are fresh graduates. We proudly appreciate the results
this combination has delivered.

Environment
Organizational Structure – Projectile:
BEYOND TECH always follows the instruction of Projectile System, where the whole staff
of BEYOND TECH has been arranged in some individual projects according to their issued
guidelines. For very project some passionate, energetic, self-confidence and highly experienced
employees work under one project manager. They make the work as a group and report to heir
senior.

Working Environment:
BEYOND TECH is a very friendly work-place for website, e-commerce & any kinds of
customized software developers. In all the projects, project managers preserve a very good
friendly and helping environment among and within the teams. They list on a schedule and to-do
work schedule and do work according to the project time and schedule. If any problem arises
they report it to their seniors and they solution that. Well furnished, modern equipped, specious
natural lighted air-conditioned rooms make the working environment more congenial and
increasing.

Facilities for Employees:
The well-paid employees get diverse bonus on the occasion of several festivals. They get
rewarded for their owing performances and after successfully completion of each project; get a
percentage of yearly profit, enjoy delicious food, various leave schemes and so on.

Customer Facilities:
BEYOND TECH provides 24/7 service to clients. Most friendly working environment, highly
professional and efficient office stuff, helpful high officials and perfect management construction
of the office sets the customer up in a graceful and smooth business affiliation.
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BUSINESS SUMMARY
1.

Business Name

BEYOND TECH {Global e-Sources}

Office Address

House #1 (1st Floor), Memberbari Road, Haji Market,
Diabari, Turag, Dhaka
Phone: +880 1999 319 594, 01839360600, 01819605109
Email: info@beyontech.info, web: www.beyondtech.info

2.

3.

Legal Status

Proprietorship.

6.

Nature of Business

Public Relation, Advertising, Research & Supply

7.

Banking Relationship

The City Bank Ltd.

8.

Bank Account Name

BEYOND TECH

9.

Others way payment pay.

Bkash, Rocket, Paypal.

9.

No. of Employees

10

10.

No of Members (part
timer)

6

11.

Computers

Six (6) Desktops, Three (3) Laptops

12.

Internet Facilities

Yes

13.

Major Clients

Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation (BPC), British American
Tobacco, Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies
(BIDS), The Westin Dhaka, Ecstasy, Peoples Telecom,
Bangladesh Army, BTV, Landmark Group of Bangladesh,
KDS Group, Kids Club Online, Bashundhara Group, RAK
Paints

Website
Website Is a Representative view of a Company or Industry, Website is a group of associated
web pages that may cover text, images, audio and video. The first page of a website is called
home page. Each website has explicit internet address (URL) that you need to arrive in your
browser to entire a website.

 Static Website
Website Is a Representative view of a Company or Industry, Website is a group of
associated web pages that may cover text, images, audio and video. The first page of a
website is called home page. Each website has explicit internet address (URL) that you need
to arrive in your browser to entrée a website.
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Website is hosted on one or more servers and can be opened by visiting its homepage using
a computer network. A website is accomplished by its owner that can be an individual,
company or an organization.
Static website is the rudimentary type of website that is informal to create. You don't need
web programming and database design to create a static website. Its web pages are coded
in HTML.

 Dynamic Website
Dynamic website is a collection of dynamic web pages whose content changes dynamically.
It accesses content from a database or Content Management System (CMS). Therefore,
when you alter or update the content of the database, the content of the website is also
altered or updated.
Dynamic website customs client-side scripting or server-side scripting, or both to generate
dynamic content.
Client-side scripting generates content at the client computer on the basis of user input. The
web browser downloads the web page from the server and processes the code within the
page to render information to the user.
In server-side scripting, the software runs on the server and processing is completed in the
server then plain pages are sent to the user.

 eCommerce Website
ECOMMERCE WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
“BEYOND TECH” is leading IT Company in Bangladesh, BEYOND TECH Covers all over the
world, specifying in Website & E-commerce development, Custom & Ready web application,
Bulk SMS & EMAIL Marketing SMS, SEO and Internet Marketing. It has been working huge
in e-commerce sector since last 5 years.
Custom ecommerce website is a faultless online package for your business. Our
Professional web development company protections everything you need to sell products,
trace customers, development transactions, keep a record and so much more. When we
think of online stores, we immediately think of shopping carts, product catalogs, API's and
online payment incorporation. “BEYOND TECH” is counted amongst perfect ecommerce
website solutions providers transporting our customers with reasonable web development
applications along with quality satisfaction.
The right ecommerce solution will offer you great benefits or design and development making
the site appealing and user friendly at the same time very easy to manage via CMS. The
complete web solutions benefits from ecommerce include:
Basic Information of Ecommerce design and development:
Ecommerce Features and Modules:
Content management capabilities
Promotion and discount code tools
An easy-to-use checkout
Search engine optimized code and layout
Reporting tools
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Email marketing integration
Multiple Payment Option (Credit card, PayPal, PO, Terms, etc)
The ability to scale up with your platform
Unlimited posting
Unlimited categories and subcategories
Unlimited attributes groups (sizes, colors…)
Unlimited combinations (red, green, S, M, L…)
Unlimited products combinations (red, size XL)
Automatic combinations generator
Unlimited products characteristics
Unlimited pictures with automatic resizing
Multiple pictures per product
Zoom and thick box on products pictures
Watermark on products pictures
Customers comments on products
Products customers evaluations
Double prices display: with or without taxes
Choice of number of products per page
Display of available quantities on products pages
Sort products by relevance, price, publication…
Printable products pages
Catalogues anomalies check-up (empty pages, inactivated…)
Products categories limited to customer's groups
Products and accessories packs
Attachments to products pages (guides…)
Quantity discounts in percent's
Quantity discounts in a fix amount
Products references (ISBN-EAN13)
Wish list
Ability to send the wish list by email
Report of bought products on the wish list (who, when)
Manufacturers, brands management
Suppliers management
“Send to a friend” feature
Eco tax management
Customizable products (pictures, texts...)
Downloadable products (MP3, PDF...)
Development:
1. Admin System with dashboard.
2. Partners / Customer System.
3. Managerial System
4. Account wallet
5. Counter Exchange System
6. FAQ System
7. Public Pages (Home, About, Contact, Terms, Privacy, etc.)
8. API (Payment Getaway) Intermigration.
9.SEO friendly backend.
Catalog Management:
1. Categories:
Search and sort to easily find categories
Manage categories and sub-categories
Feature categories within navigation or on the homepage
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Set page URL’s and SEO elements for categories
Manage categories thumbnails and images
2. Products: (currency)
Search and sort to easily find product in certain categories or with specific attributes.
Easily manage and edit products
Product fields include name, SKU, product details, additional details, list price, your price,
weight, stock, minimum quantity order amount, handling fee and more.
Ability to select options such as featured, Review allowed, require moderation for reviews
and more.
Feature products on the homepage
Add product to a single category or multiple categories.
Add and manage product options and option groups
Add and manage related products
Manage (Approve and delete) product reviews
Content Management:
Manage content pages and create new content pages
Add images and manage uploaded image library
Set page URL and SEO elements
Homepage Banners
Manage homepage banners
Set banner sort orders
Set banner URL or leave unlinked
Navigation
Manage your main navigations including header, side and footer
Add drop down to main navigation
Manage SEO elements on links such as link title
Set links to open in same or new window
Auto Email Messages
Manage main email template design
Set messaging for order status emails
Set messaging for thank you email on product reviews and blog comment submissions
Review Management
Manage all currency reviews
Set reviews to “approved” or delete reviews
Customer Management:
Customers:
Search and sort to easily find customers by first name and last name
Manage customer accounts
View customer details and previous orders
Delete customer accounts
Reset customer passwords
Order Management
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Orders
Search and sort to easily find orders by specific variables
Manage and updated order status
View order number and all customer information
View order information and purchase details (products, tax, shipping, addresses, etc.)
Create and manage custom order statuses
Export orders to Excel
Discount & Promotion Management
Discount Codes
Create and manage discount codes
Add discount codes to categories, multiple currency.
Ability to set percentages off, amount off or a set price
“Auto Apply” discount codes when currency added to cart option
Reporting
Dashboard
Interactive administrative dashboard with charts and statistics
Ability to change dashboard statistics to reflect specific date ranges
Dashboard date-range reports include store sales by amount, store sales order volume, new
customers vs. returning, top selling currency, top selling brands, most used discount codes
Dashboard general reports (not based on date range) include low currency reporting, total
currency in store, total currency in wallet, customer count.
Single Reports
Single reports, outside of the dashboard, include sales by date range, top selling currency by
date range, low inventory by quantity.
Search Engine Optimization Management
Dynamic Titles
Manage all dynamic title tag structure throughout the website
Configure dynamic title and META tags for categories and sub-categories
Configure dynamic title and META tags for product pages
Settings
Location Options
Active and deactivate location carriers
Manage Currency available Exchange services (ground, first-class, express, etc.)
Payment Options
Manage Authorize.net account settings
Manage PayPal account settings
Allow offline payment option
Taxes & Locations
Set zones per state or province
Email Configuration
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Set email server configuration and store email address
Fields include server name, server port, username, password.
Email will be configured during development
Administration Users
Add and delete administration logins with name, email and password
2. Website Design and Development:
Website Design. Web Interface Design.
Mobile Responsive Design.
Interactive Graphics.
(Animated effects throughout the website, does not includes any videos). All designs will be
approved by 1 st party. Here bellow sees the attachment file for a basic dummy website
design but the design not final, this is a dummy design

 Classified Website
1. Document Purpose
The copyright of this document rests with “BEYOND TECH” (hereafter referred to as
“BEYOND TECH”) and no part of the same should be copied without consulting with the
same.
This is the proposal document for “BEYOND TECH” service offering in the website design
and development and custom web application development space. The document details our
understanding of the brief, the objectives of the services suite, the methodology, deliverables
and commercials.

2. Client Brief
Client desires to develop an ecommerce website
Customers will be able to login/register into the website.
Customers will be able to create an account after submitting their email id, name, address,
etc on the website.
Customers will also be able to easily search for products by using different keywords like
name, category wise etc and will be able to refine their results by using filters such as price,
product type etc. on the website.
Customers will be able to view the products with details, images, zoom in option etc. on the
website.
Customers will have the ability to customize their products by submitting the information on
the website.
Customers can view the events posted by the admin on the website.
Customers can submit their reviews on the products listed on the website.
Customers will be able to place orders on the website.
Customers will be able to check their order status on the website.
Customers will be able to use the facility of shopping cart on the website.
Customers will be able to make payments for their orders by using integrated payment
gateway given by the Client.
Customers will be able to choose their mode of shipping using integrated shipping gateway
on the website.
Customers will be able to view the shipping details on the website.
Customers will be able to provide delivery address for each order made on the website.
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Customers will be able to receive an email for confirmation after an order placed on the
website.
Customers will be able to receive newsletter after submitting their name and email id on the
website and this section will be managed by admin.
Customers will be able to share the link of the website on the social networking website like
face book, twitter etc.
Customers will be able to view FAQ on the website.
Admin will be able to manage the customers, products, orders etc on the website from the
backend.
Provide the basic pages (i.e., about us, Contact Us, FAQ, help) for company information.

3. Objective
“BEYOND TECH” focuses on highly qualitative, timely delivered and cost-effective offshore
e-Business Solutions development services. With a rich and varied experience in providing
software development, project management capabilities and stringent quality standards
ensure to develop solutions that give your business an edge over your competitors. We are
experts at developing and implementing applications for mission-critical and enterprise- wide
projects. Our dedicated team at “BEYOND TECH” strategically approaches your challenges
to develop solutions and system administration services that meet your objectives – both
short and long term. We specialize in E-Business Solutions wherein we undertake designing,
development, maintenance and promotion of Web Sites coupled with any other Web
Applications. With our resource pool of experienced professionals coupled with state-of-theart technology and industry best practices, it is our vision to make our customers the best in
the industry offering best of the breed solutions.

4. Scope of Work
Page Templates
Design Templates ( No Cap on the number of revisions)
User Visibility research and Layout Engineering
Logos ( No Cap on the number of revisions)
Template Layout
Banner
Size according to specifications
Logo Placement
Text
Graphics
User Visibility Content
Information bar
Menu Bar
Tool bar
Side Bar
Header and Footer
Text and Graphics
Design Specifications
Design tools and technologies The design and layout of the application will be SEO friendly
constructed using CSS and XHTML, DHTML along with use of AJAX and keeping in mind the
latest web 2.0 trends. The application upon completion will be integrated with Google
analytics for keeping an eye on the statistics of the site. It will carry tell a friend and printer
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friendly version at all pages. To help people bookmark the site easily; add this widget will be
embedded at the top of the homepage.

 Social Network
Our Website/Apps is the space for the Parents of the kids aged 6-15.This will promote the
kid’s natural power of Creativity. Parents will upload the Drawing of the kids to encourage
their creativity. Parents can make a video involving their kids at home & upload here, which
can motivate them to be a very good human being. Obviously our kids are good
Photographers, why not to express it here! Our kids also want to show their creativity &
performance, you can express it here under your guidance. Our aim is to motivate our kids
beyond the ordinary and unleash the extraordinary. The site/apps will not ask any kid’s
personal information unless an imaginary nick name of your kids. Others all information must
be filled up by the parents.

 Job Portal Website
Thank you for considering BEYOND TECH for your website design project. Whether you are
searching for a select outline to dispatch your new site or site update or CMS Website
Design we at DT Solution guarantee a reasonable custom web plan. We create dynamic,
financially savvy, and simple to utilize sites for organizations around the world. In spite of the
fact that our Service provider gives Web Design, we are devoted to making a custom web
plan that will be compelling for your online business BEYOND TECH, a most trusted site
outlining organization, goes for giving world class web plan services.

 Newspaper Website
Thank you for considering BEYOND TECH for your website design project. Whether you are
searching for a select outline to dispatch your new site or site update or CMS Website
Design we at DT Solution guarantee a reasonable custom web plan. We create dynamic,
financially savvy, and simple to utilize sites for organizations around the world. In spite of the
fact that our Service provider gives Web Design, we are devoted to making a custom web
plan that will be compelling for your online business BEYOND TECH, a most trusted site
outlining organization, goes for giving world class web plan services.

 Website Support
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Thank you for considering BEYOND TECH for your website design project. Whether you are
searching for a select outline to dispatch your new site or site update or CMS Website
Design we at DT Solution guarantee a reasonable custom web plan. We create dynamic,
financially savvy, and simple to utilize sites for organizations around the world. In spite of the
fact that our Service provider gives Web Design, we are devoted to making a custom web
plan that will be compelling for your online business BEYOND TECH, a most trusted site
outlining organization, goes for giving world class web plan services.

Android Development
Android is most flexible, user friendly, widely used and the fastest growing platforms in the
market. Android powers hundreds of millions of mobile devices in more than 190 countries
around the world. It's the largest installed base of any mobile platform and growing fast.
Every day another million users power up their Android devices for the first time and start
looking for apps, games, and other digital content.
The Android Advantage
With the android market booming constantly, your business can outperform competitors by
implementing well built and attractive android application which will provide a better reach,
access, and communication for customers.
If you are not sure about what app you want to build, we provide you with a premier android
consulting & development services to help you to grow your business. With our collective
experience and expertise in Android development, we can offer you multiple services
in android platform from a simple evaluation to development of a full fledged android App.

Some of our software development services are:


Custom Android application



Android games development



Security and multimedia mobile solutions



Mobile business software creation



Android web based applications



Navigation application development



Communication mobile application development



Bluetooth, GPS, and Wi-Fi enabled apps

iOS Development
iPhones and iPads are changing the way clients interact with businesses. They tend to carry
these devices through their day and prefer to use them to make their business and life hassle
free. The most premium communication opportunities are extensive with Apple devices and can
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be considered as the best way to get connected to business clients. iOS platform is expanding
immensely and currently holds a large share in the mobile industry.

The Apple Advantage
iOS platform has helped a multitude of organizations overcome their business challenges by
building a top quality mobility enhancement applications. With our extensive know-how and
experience of building groundbreaking iOS applications, we ensure to provide you with the best
iOS solutions that employ revolutionary iPhone and iPad specific features. As an iOS solution
provider, we promise an unparalleled level of service throughout the project from initial meetings
to deployment in the App Store and every step in between.

Our Services









Custom enterprise iPad apps
Entertainment iOS apps
Educational iOS apps
Financial solutions on iPad
Productivity and Utility apps
Stand alone and Apps with web integration
GPS, mapping location services



Application migration and porting for Website
Slider
Medical & Healthcare apps



Software
Here we present you some of our products with features. We can always drop or add modules to
meet your requirements. To response to your unique requirement/s we will need to hear from
you.

 WHAT IS POS SOFTWARE?
The word POS remains for Point of Sales obviously meaning the spot where a retail
transaction is completed. POS software can be utilized by any sorts of a retail shop,
departmental stores or conveyance organizations for bookkeeping, buy, deals and stock
automation furthermore offering administration to clients regarding the transaction and
trading cash for the sold items. Most Point of sale (POS) software will likewise speak with
inventory levels to continue everything in balance.

WHY IS DT POS SOFTWARE A BETTER SOLUTION?
DT Point of sale (POS) is a retail POS software application that will organize your inventory,
keep track of your customer history, and manage employee access and securely process
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transactions. Know where your business is going by following where it’s been. Track it with
Cash Footprint. The point of sale solution that can be used anywhere, at any time. Our POS
Software is a server-based, retail management solution exclusively. You can use our
software on your desktop or use in online. Both permit retailers to bring together stock,
oversee clients, process exchanges and delve profound into their store’s analytics. Both
permit retailers to bind together stock, oversee clients, process exchanges and dive profound
into their store’s analytics. Multi-store ability keeps stock synchronized over all areas, while
versatile augmentations imply that partners can mind stock and direct deals from anyplace in
the store through iPad or Android. Retailers looking to venture into e-trade can likewise
exploit DT Point of sale (POS) completely incorporated Web store, which handles stock
crosswise over in-store and on the web.
The point of sales as usual for shop management system, a customer comes to buy and take
some product, money receipt and pay some money. On the other hand shop owner purchase
that product from supplier day by day and want to get a report of purchase statement day
wise or month wise and year wise as per desire of shop owner .this software is ready for any
type of showroom, copy shop ,restaurant and any type of shop.

 Accounts & Inventory Management
Inventory management: Manage all your stock, sales, shipping accounting, and customer
data from a single place. BEYOND TECH is the complete inventory management system for
your business Recognize what’s in stock progressively. Track stock amounts over your
channels and distribution centers from one area. Use perspectives to rapidly see what items
are accessible, running low. Oversee stock over different deals channels without expanding
your workload. Spare time via consequently adjusting stock accessibility over your web store,
commercial center, and POS diverts in one Inventory management software solution. You
can even make and distribute new postings in a snap. With a focal center point for all request
action, you’ll have your finger on the beat of your business. Keep your team concentrated on
satisfying requests rapidly and making clients happy. Get everybody in agreement with
shared perspectives of what’s been paid, packed and shipped.

 School/ Collage Management
There are some Features of School management System Software as given bellow in short
list: Setup: Home ,Configurations ,Exam setting, Grade Settings, Mark Settings, Exam Name,
New Exam, all Exams, Fees Setting, New Fees, All fees, Set Exam Fees, add Branch, View
Branch, New Branch User: Admin, New Admin, All Admin’s.

 HR & Payroll Software
What is payroll Software?
Payroll Software is innovation that expects to streamline and automate the way toward
paying an organization’s workers. Payroll software can be obtained from a HR innovation
merchant or included as a module inside a bigger venture asset arranging (ERP) bundle.

Feature of HR & Payroll Software
Company information: This major module concentrates on providing there with all the
necessary information that they would like to know about their organization in view
information. they also can edit there information.
Setup: In setup customer can add information like district, blood group, religion, branch,
designation, post, weekend, holy day etc. They can also system setting.
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Employee Information: This major module concentrates on providing them, with all the
necessary information that they would like to know about any single employee from their
organization in employee list. They can also add employee Information in add employee
Attendance: In attendance function customer can easy way to manage the attendance of
their employees. The module gives them all the functionalities required to meet there
customized attendance management needs like shift schedule, shift distribute, shift delete,
attendance summary, attendance process and upload data.
Leave: In leave function customer can easy to manage leave setup, calculation and
transaction their employees.
Allowance: All the information related to any allowances and benefits provided to employees
maintained in this module. This could include details about house rent, allowance, education
allowance, allowance distribute, allowance log.
Deduction: All kind of deduction process like deduction setup, distribute and deduction log
maintained in this function.
Loan: All the information related to any loan such as loan type and distribute are maintained
in this module.
Salary: salary management system that helps keeps track of all their employees’ salary
transactions. In this system maintained salary process, allowance sheet, deduction sheet,
pay slip, bank sheet.
User Manage: In this system a user can control all of the function. To control all of function
user have use panel and access control.
HR Report: HR has all the options to control human resource management solution. They
can make any types of combinations to create there custom rules to meet there specific HR
needs, which suit their organization. The module gives them all the functionalities such as,
present, absent and leaves report. Weekend & holyday report, punch, attendance and late
report.
Salary Report: salary management system that helps keeps track of all their employees’
salary transactions. In this system maintained salary process, allowance sheet, deduction
sheet, pay slip, bank sheet and loan report.
Provident Fund: This module with all the necessary information in provident fund check
balance, withdrawals, checks statement, PF deposit, PF loan.






Freight Forwarding Software
Invoice/ Billing System
Email Camping
ePrescription Management

 Garments ERP Solution
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is an enterprise solution for Trading & Manufacturing
company. It will provide a complete management system like HR & Payroll Management,
Accounting, production, LC Management, Merchandising Inventory, income, expense for
an industrial activity. We are ensuring that this ERP will be one stop it solution for your
company.
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 Hospital Management
 Custom Application Development

SERVICE
 Digital Marketing
Bulk SMS
What is SMS-Marketing?








It’s hard to find a person in the 21st century is not using a mobile phone.
Mobile phone became is an essential part of our daily life.
Also, a mobile phone is the most common device to communicate all around the world.
Short message service (SMS) is one of the best features all mobile phones have.
Keeping the popularity in mind now a day business marketing development
Experts have introduced a new era in online marketing strategy. That is Short
Message service (SMS) marketing.

SMS Reseller/Gateway
What is SMS-Marketing?







It’s hard to find a person in the 21st century is not using a mobile phone.
Mobile phone became is an essential part of our daily life.
Also, a mobile phone is the most common device to communicate all around the world.
Short message service (SMS) is one of the best features all mobile phones have.
Keeping the popularity in mind now a day business marketing development
Experts have introduced a new era in online marketing strategy. That is Short

Email Campaign
E-Mail Services
Email marketing services will save you money and give you a great return on your
investment. E-mail services allow you to create marketing materials that you can send
directly to your contacts. Often these materials can be enhanced with product or website
links, providing great chances for transactional marketing. Plus, ads and newsletters sent
through email marketing services are incredibly easy for your contacts to share with
others because you can add built-in Like and Tweet buttons. These elements also help
build your social media following.
Another benefit of bulk email marketing is specific reporting on how successful a
campaign is. You'll get customized reports about which marketing tools are working and
what needs to be improved. You can even use a mass email service to test customer
retention and loyalty by sending special discounts to repeat customers.
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Search engine optimization services is much more than a humble commitment close
working upon your site. Search engine users just ever go outside the second or third
page of search engine rankings. The audience today has become so net practicality that
more than 80% of the website visitors come from the search engines. We provide your
website with the following features in our Search engine optimization services package:

Key Features of Investigation for Business Application:







Analysis of your current website.
Identification of keywords.
Implementation of keywords in your website content.
Submission of your website to major search engines.
Rechecking the placement your website with search engine registration.
And finally checking your website how it placed with search engines.

On - Page Search Engine Optimization:
Introduction content on the pages comprises much more than script and copy pasting. To be able
to reach your audience, you need to deploy the content on the website, keep it renewed, clear,
interesting. Good content, articles, blogs, all need to be such that not only render information and
knowledge to the reader but also hold their interest as well as that of the search engines!!

Creative work (Graphic Design & Multimedia)







Logo Design
corporate identity
Calendar design
Box Design
Dairy Design
Gift Items

MANAGEMENT BODY





Squadron Leader (Major) Md. Shamsuzzaman, Retd.
Ibrahim Hosen (Reza)
Md. Sohel Rana
Md. Rasel Rohan

Beyond Tech
Contact Us
House #1, Member bari Road
Uttara Model Town
Dhaka-1230, Bangladesh
Phone: +880 1999 319 594
Email: info@beyondtech.info
Web: www. beyondtech.info
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